Clifford, Lea, Thompson Lead Sextet To Win Over Suffolk

For the first time this year the first line of Co-Captains Jack Clifford, Lea, and Thompson, centered by Don Lee, played as a unit and the combination swept the Tech hockey team to an 11-4 victory over Suffolk, at the skating Club last Sunday. Clifford's four goals and three assists led the scoring. Lea and Thompson were close behind with four goals and two assists, and four assists respectively. All of Clifford's goals and one of his assists came during a ten minute space ending the second period and starting the third when the game was still close. Lee's goals brought his total to eight for his ten periods of play. All of his goals were scored by his specialty of goal ing in passes or rebounds close to the net. Thompson's return brought back to the team the play-making that has been sorely missed all year.

Fire of Mysterious Origin

In Building One Basement

A fire of mysterious origin in the basement of Building One last Friday, January 9, brought several companies of fire fighting equipment to the Institute.

During fumes were noticed by the janitor as he was making his rounds shortly after 8:00 p.m. and he summoned the fire department. The fire was located in a cylinder that is believed to have contained phenyl phos- phorous and hydrochloric acid. Florence had to use gas masks to remove the cylinder from the area near the Military Science Department rifle range. Once removed, the mixture burned itself out.

There has been no indication thus far what the reason for the fire could be.
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All of Clifford's goals and one of his assists came during a ten minute space ending the second period and starting the third when the game was still close. Lee's goals brought his total to eight for his ten periods of play. All of his goals were scored by his specialty of goaling in passes or rebounds close to the net. Thompson's return brought back to the team the play-making that has been sorely missed all year.